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Processed image here: "" How can I compress it? A: Open the
image in a picture editor such as Photoshop. Use Photoshop's

"levels adjustment" function to make your "dark" side pure black
(no lighter than 0) and make the rest of the image pure white. Then
use the "levels adjustment" function to make the "dark" side of the
image pure white and the "light" side of the image pure black. You
should end up with two windows showing a pure black image with a
pure white window on top of it. Now the compressed image will be
very nice because you will have very little contrast (and also the

lossless compression will not give up its quality). Q: How do I break
out of a do loop in a bash script? Here is the function: function

refreshData { echo -n "`date` starting refresh of test data..." # do
mysql stuff to generate test data echo "`date` done creating test

data" echo "`date` going to sleep for 5 seconds" # sleep for 5
seconds } And here is a script where I call the function: while : do
echo -n "refreshing..." sleep 3 echo "DONE! All good." refreshData
done echo -n "press any key to continue..." read key The issue I'm

having is, refreshData will only exit once the do loop has been
broken out of by hitting a key, but echo "DONE!" takes less than 5
seconds, and refreshData takes even longer. I want the function to
exit just as soon as I hit any key, and I don't want the refreshData
function to exit if the script keeps running. How can I get this to

happen? EDIT I figured out the problem and fixed it. Here are the
changes I made: refreshData() { echo -n "`date` starting refresh of

test data..." # do mysql stuff to generate test data echo "`date`
done creating test data" c6a93da74d
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